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We consider the bordism theory generated by quadruples (M k, f; X; g) where Mk is an oriented 
smooth manifold f: Mk -f X is a map, and g: Mk + R k is a smooth map exhibiting only the 
simplest, i.e. fold, singularities. We show this theory represents the unreduced stable homotopy 
of X, and we give a variant representing the groups n,(l”S”(X) for S”(X) the unreduced 
suspension of X. We interpret these results as giving a sub-space OFSn(X) of 0”S”(X) with the 
inclusion flus’+ n”s”(X) a natural weak equivalence. We then give configuration space 
models F,,(X) and a natural weak equivalence co,,: F,,(X)+ 0~S”(X). 
Finally we give a category theoretic model for the functor F,,( ). This allows us to interpret 
the previous results as a geometric proof of the Barratt-Priddy-Quillen equivalence OmS”(x) + 
BS(m)+ x 2, and as an unstable, functorial geometric version of this equivalence. 
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Introduction 
Given a smooth manifold Mk a smooth mapf: M + R’ exhibiting fewer singularity 
types than would be expected from transversality conditions can be understood as 
a structure on M akin to the usual structures studied in bordism theories. In this 
paper we open by showing that the bordism theory generated by pairs (Mk, g) 
where A4 is oriented and g : A4 + Rk has only the simplest, i.e. fold, singularities is 
the same as stable homotopy. This rests on a method of surgery on singularities 
due to Eliasberg. 
Regard S” as R” u ~0 with base point ~0. For a space X (not necessarily connected) 
let S”(X), the unreduced suspension of X, be S” x X/a x X with p: S”(X) + S”. 
Within Q”S”(X) there is the space nnS”(X) of mapsf: S”, CO+ S”(X), * with p of 
smooth on f’(S”(X) - *) and dp of= id along f’(0 x X). Segal’s configuration 
space results (21) can be interpreted as showing that L?rS”(X) + L!“S”(X) is a 
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group completion. Using a bordism theoretic interpretation of this result we give 
an unstable version of the bordism theory above which we show is the same as 
n,0”S”( ). The Pontagin-Thorn construction applied to this theory can be under- 
stood as giving a space of maps flus” with p of slightly less restricted along 
f’(0 x X) and the inclusion nFS”(X) + a”S”(X) a weak equivalence. 
The spaces &!:S”(X) come with a natural stratification determined by the nature 
of p of along f’(0 x X). The various strata, and how they fit together can be 
described well enough to give a configuration space model F( n, X) for the stratified 
weak homotopy type of 0:.9”(X) and hence a model for the functor fi”S”( ). This 
can be seen as performing in a smooth context what the paper [3] accomplished in 
a piecewise linear fashion. The advantage here is that F(n, X) comes with a 
manageable stratification and filtration, which as we will show in a future paper, 
can be used to describe the James-Hopf maps [l, 41 for nonconnected spaces. 
In the last section we give a category theoretic model for the configuration space 
functors F(n, ). This allows us to see the preceding results as a geometric proof of 
the Barratt-Priddy-Quillen equivalence C’F’(*) = BS(oo)+ x H, and an unstable, 
functorial and geometric version of that equivalence. In this section there is a 
technical result, Proposition 4.6, which is of independent interest in that it allows 
description of the classifying spaces of categories, and topological space valued 
functors, in terms of bundles over classifying spaces of groups. 
1. Singularity restricted bordism 
Regard R” as R”-‘O R’ with projections r,,_,: R”+ R”-’ and 7r,: R”+ R’. 
Similarly regard R”+k as R”ORk=(R”-lOR1)ORk with projections T,,:R”+~+ 
R”, rk : R “tk+ Rk, and ?ri,k: R”+k + R’O Rk. Within the tangent bundle T( R”+k) 
with its usual framing there are framed n, and n - 1 bundles T” and T”-’ the kernels 
Of d?‘& and d?r,,k. 
Given a space X let A;(X) be the bordism group generated by quadruples 
(M,f; e, V) where M is a closed smooth k-manifold, f: M + X is continuous, 
e: M-, R”+k is a smooth embedding and Y : N( e( M), R”+k) + R” is a trivialization 
of the normal bundle of e(M) in Rnwk. As N( e( M), R”+k) is oriented and T( R”+k) 
has the standard orientation the canonical isomorphism T(Rntk) + 
N(e(M), R”+k)@ T(M) orients T(M). 
Let AZ’(X) be the bordism group generated by quadruples (M,f; r, g), where 
M and f are as above, M is oriented, r: M + R’@ Rk is an immersion and q : M + 
R”-’ is a smooth map such that (q, r) : M + R “+k is an embedding. Given a quadruple 
(M, f; r, q) the orientation of M together with the isomorphism N( r, R’O Rk)O 
T(M) < T( R’@ R k, yields a trivialization t : N( r, R’@ R “) + R’ and thus a trivializ- 
ation 
v: N((q, r)M, R”+k)+(W”-‘@N(r(M), R’@Rk)) GR”-‘OR’. 
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We then have a well defined homomorphism 
g;: A?‘(x) + n;(x). 
This is the simplest case of a situation investigated in [ 111 and by their results we have 
1.1. Theorem [ 11, Theorem 1.21. gz : A z’(X) + A i(X) is an isomorphism. 
A smooth map l:Mk+Rd having fewer singularities than would be expected 
from the general position (transversality) considerations of singularity theory can 
be considered as a structure on M akin to the usual structures on M studied in 
bordism theories. With this in mind we now study what restrictions can be placed 
on the map rk 0 r: Mk + Rk for (M,f; r, q) a quadruple representing an element of 
A:‘(X). 
The appropriate language for this is the Thorn-Boardman theory of singularities 
[2] in its simplest corank one equidimensional case, which we recall. Let M and P 
be smooth k-manifolds, over M x P there are the bundles of i-jets Ji( M, P) with 
projections pi : Ji( M, P) --, Jip’( M, P) and p M:Ji(M,P)+M andp,:J’(M,P)+P. 
Given a smooth map g : M + P there are the jet sections j’(g): M + Ji( M, P). In 
J’( M, P) which is identified with Hom( &, T( M), p*p T( P)) there is the sub-bundle 
$(M, P) of nonsingular jets and the subbundle $(M, P) = 
(4 E J’( M, N) 1 dim(ker( 4)) = 1). We denote by JR( M, P) the subbundle S:( M, P) u 
s:( M, P) and say that a map g : M + P is corunk- 1 if and only if j’( g) c Ju( M, P), 
i.e. dg is singular with kernel dimension at most 1. Over Si( M, P) there are line 
bundles K and C with K+ = ker(+) and C, = coker(4), and there is a natural 
isomorphism N( Si( M, P), J’( M, P)) <Hom(K, C). Given a vector bundle L we 
denote by @L the i-fold tensor product of L with itself. Inductively, for i 3 2, 
within Ji( M, P) there is the subbundle p;‘( S’-‘( M, P)) and over this subbundle 
there is a generic homomorphism di : K + Hom(@‘-’ K, C). The zero locus of d, is 
then a subbundle and submanifold of Ji( M, P) denoted by Si( M, P), by transver- 
sality there is a natural isomorphism N(g,(M, P), p;‘$‘(M, P)) <Hom(@‘K, C). 
The sub-bundle p;‘(s:-‘(M, P)) - ,$( M, P)) is denoted by S:-‘(M, P). Given a 
corank 1 map g: M + P there are the subsets of M, $(g) = ji(g)-‘sf(M, P) and 
S;-‘(g) = j’(g)-‘Sf-‘(M, P). Boardman’s jet transversality theorem [2] shows that 
a corank 1 map g,: M + P can be perturbed through an arbitrarily small C” 
perturbation of corank one maps to a corank one map g : M + P with, for all i, j’(g) 
transverse to $‘( M, P) and p,(M, P). Such maps g will be called corank-1 
semi-generic. For corank-I semigeneric g : M + P the sets Sf(g) are all submanifolds, 
over S:(g) the bundles j’(g)*(K) and j’(g)*(C) are identified with ker(df) and 
coker(df). Inductively, only along S;(g) is K contained in T(Si-‘(g)), thus restricted 
to S:-‘(g) g is an immersion. By transversality N($(g), S;-‘(g)) is identified with 
Hom(@ K, C), and the map di+,(g): K + Hom(@’ K, C) can be identified with 
7r: K + N(Sf(g), St-‘(g)). Corank one maps g: M + P with S:(g) = S:(g) are called 
fold maps. Given a point x E S:(g) one can find local coordinates (xi, . . . , &) around 
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x and (y,, . . . , yk) around f(x) such that near x, with respect to these coordinates 
the map is given by yi = xi, i < k, and y, = xi. If g is a fold map then j’(g) is 
necessarily transverse to s:(M, P) and j’(g) n $(M, P) = 0 for i>2, thus g is 
semi-generic. For fold maps g, gl $(g) is an immersion and there is a natural 
identification N(g( s:(g)), P) ; C. Given a fold map g, : M + P, g, can be perturbed 
through an arbitrarily small perturbation of fold maps to a fold map g with g 1 $(g) 
an immersion with normal crossings [7]. Such maps g will be called generic fold 
maps. Given a generic fold map g: M + P there are sub-manifolds D’(g) c P with 
D’(g) = {Y E PI Ig-‘(y) n S:(g)1 = il. 0 ver D’(g) there is the bundle N’ with 
N;= @ C, 
xtg-‘(Yhs:(g) 
and a natural isomorphism 7i : N(D’(g), P) -+ N’. 
Suppose g: M + P is corank-1 and over s:(g) the bundles K and C are both 
given orientations, then the bundles Hom(@ K, C) receive orientations and hence 
the sets St(g) partition as +$(g) u -S;(g) according to whether the isomorphism 
d,(g) : K + hom(@ K, C) is orientation preserving or reversing. Over St(g) there 
are isomorphisms T(M) = Im(df)@ K, T(P) GIm(dflO C, thus if M and P are 
both oriented, an orientation of K yields an orientation of C and hom(K, C) is 
oriented independently of K. In this case a point x in S:(g) is in +S: if and only 
if as S:(g) crossed transversely at x in a direction projecting to d,(g)(~) E 
N(S:(f), M), for v in the direction of the orientation of K, df is changing from 
nonsingular orientation reversing to nonsingular orientation preserving. 
Let (M,f; r, q) represent an element of Al;“(X) and set g = rk 0 r : M + Rk. In 
this case ker(dg) is R’@O c r’@ Rk and R’ is given its usual orientation, the manifold 
M has an orientation and Rk is given the standard orientation. The immersion 
r : M + R’@3 R k is called a positive fold immersion if and only if g is a fold map and 
+S:(g) = S:(g). Equivalently r is a positive fold immersion when g is a fold map 
and r, 0 r : M + R’ is increasing as S!(g) is crossed transversely from the dg orienta- 
tion reversing to the dg orientation preserving side. 
Given g : M + Rk a fold map, r : M + R’@ Rk is a positive lift of g if and only if 
%-k 0 r = g and r is a positive fold immersion. Writing r = (I, g) for 1: M + R1 and 
orienting K so that d,(g) : K + Hom(K, C) is orientation preserving, r is a positive 
lift if and only if dll K + R’ is nonsingular orientation preserving along S:(g). 
Hence, any two positive lifts r, and r, are isotopic through positive lifts. Furthermore, 
given a fold map g : M’+ Rk one constructs a positive lift as follows: Let 4 : S:(g) X 
[-1, l]+ M be a tubular neighborhood for S:(g) in M with d4 100 T([-1, 11) : R’+ 
K is an orientation preserving fashion, K oriented as above. Let p : [-1, l] + R’ 
with dp, = Id and p(t) = 0 near -1 and 1. For x E im(4) set l(x) = p 0 T[_,,~Io 4-‘(X) 
and set Z(X) = 0 otherwise, then r = (1, g) is a positive lift of g. 
Let A:“(X) be the bordism monoid generated by quadruples (M, f; r, q) as for 
A,$“(X) with r a positive fold immersion. There is the obvious forgetful homomorph- 
ism iE:A,‘.“(X)+A,$“(X). 
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1.2. Theorem. i;: A z”(X) + A 2”(X) is an isomorphism. 
In particular A:“(X) is a group. Before proving this we derive a corollary. Let 
sn : R” + R *+’ as XHO@XE R’@ R” ?R”+‘. This inclusion induces homo- 
morphisms 
s;: AZ”(X)+ A;““(X), s;: A;“(X)+Ai”“(X), 
which by the usual general position considerations become isomorphisms for n > k. 
Also observe that in the range n > k that gi : A z’(X) + A;(X) is an isomorphism 
follows directly from immersion theory and the same general position considerations. 
For A2”(X), lim n+oo At”(X) is simply the bordism group generated by oriented 
codimension one immersions, r:(X), the stable homotopy groups of X. Denote by 
A:(X) the limiting group of AZ”(X), that is the bordism of oriented codimension 
1 positive fold immersions, and by r$(X) the bordism group generated by 
triples (A4,f;g) where Mk is oriented f:M+X and g:M+Rk is a fold map. 
Existence and uniqueness up to isotopy of positive lifts for g yields an isomorphism 
1, : T:(X) + Al(X). Denoting lim, ii by ik we have 
1.3. Corollary. ik : A c(X) -, n-t(X) and ik 0 lk : P;(X) + T:(X) are isomorphisms. 
Thus &(X) is an ‘integrated’ version of stably parallelized bordism, that is the 
condition on the stable tangent bundle of M has been integrated to a condition on 
amap g:Mk+Rk. 
The proof of Theorem 1.2 is an application of the method of surgery on singularities 
of [5]. We sketch the relevant technique. 
Let M be a smooth n-manifold. A chain on M is a sequence “Ir= { V}:,,, of 
codimension i submanifolds V, with V, = M, Vi c Vi-l, and orientations oi of 
N( V-, , vi_*) over V, - V+, such that oi does not extend to any set Cc Vi with 
c n Vi+, # 0. 
Given a manifold N, a codimension one submanifold V and a manifold with 
boundary P, aP, an embedding e: P+ N is proper with respect to V if and only if 
e(P) intersects V normally and e(P) n V = e(dP). A codimenion 0 submanifold of 
N, C of the form Q x I for Q closed is a collar in N. Given a chain ?‘f in M and 
a collar C in V,_, - V on a boundaryless manifold Q, an orientation of N( V-i, Vi-z) 
over aC is admissible if and only if it does not extend to an orientation of 
N( V-i, &_J over C. 
Let 7f = {, Vi,} be a chain on M. A basis for direct reconstruction of Y of order s, 
2 s s G n is given by: a compact manifold with (possibly vacuous) boundary, P, aP, 
an embedding 4 : P x J + V,_, . If P is boundaryless of dimension n - s then 4 : P x 
J -+ V,_, - V, and an admissible orientation is given over 4[ P x (-1, l}]. Otherwise 
4 (PXO is proper with respect to V,, 4[P x J] intersects V, transversely and 
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4[P x J] n V, = 4[8P x J], and 4[P x T] intersects V,,, transversely and 4[ P x J] n 
V,,, = 4[aP x 01. Furthermore, the orientation o,+, I4(dP x 0) is directed towards 
the interior of 4[P x 01, and orientation o, /4[P x l] is extended to an orientation 
of N( V,-, , V’_,) over 4{P x 1). Finally there is given a trivialization 7 of N(+[P x 
J], V,_,). In the case that P = D4 the corresponding basis is called a basis for direct 
spherical reconstruction of order s and index q. 
Let “Ir be a chain on M and $J : P x J + VT-, et al. be a basis for direct reconstruction. 
The result of direct reconstruction of ?V along 4 is a chain V+ = {Vi} with K = Vi 
for i # s, s + 1. By means of the trivialization 7 represent a tubular neighborhood 
of4[PxJ]intheformPxJxD”then V’,=(V,--aPxJxD”)uPxa(JxD”)with 
corners rounded, and Vi+, = ( V,,, - aP x 0 x D”) u P x 0 x aD” with corners 
rounded. For ifs-l, s, s+l, oi=oi. For i=s-1, s, s+l, o:=oi away from the 
neighborhood where the reconstruction is taking place and on the neighborhood 
the orientations are determined by the orientation data given by the basis. When 
the manifold P is closed V:,, = V,,, UPxOxaD” and o:+, is given on Pxoxad” 
by insisting that it point out of P x T x D”. 
Observe that every result of direct reconstruction of order s is the result of a 
sequence of direct spherical reconstructions of order s. 
Let f: M” + N” be semi-generic corank one. The chain “I/“(f) of M is given by 
v==;(f) and oi is determined by a,+,(f) : K 0 K + Hom(@‘-’ K, C) = 
N( &_l, If-J arising from di+,(f): K + Hom(K O(@-’ K), C), and the orienta- 
tion of K 0 K as a tensor product of line bundles. 
1.4. Proposition [5, 3.81. Let G: M x J + N be a submersion with G 1 M x 0 = f and 
suppose that 4 is a basis for direct spherical reconstruction of order s of Y”(f). Let T 
be any neighborhood of the image of 4. There is a map LY : I + Diff (M x J, M x J - T) 
with a(o) = id and such that fi = G 0 a( 1) 1 M x 0 is corunk one semi-generic with 
Wl) = V(f)& 
In light of the observation above we can remove the restriction that 4 be spherical. 
Let M be an oriented k-manifold and as in Definition 3.2 let r: M -+ R’ x Rk be an 
immersion such that gk 0 r: M + R k is semi-generic q: M + R”-’ be such that 
(q, r) : M + R” x Rk is an embedding. Let ?: M x J + R’ x Rk be a tubular neighbor- 
hoodofrand g:MxJ+R”-’ 
- - 
be an extension of g to M x J such that (g, r) is an 
embedding. Let 4 be a basis for direct reconstruction of %-k 0 r. 
1.5. Corollary. There is aparame!erizedfamily (r,, q,) : M + R”-’ x R’ x Rk, t E I with 
(r,,,qO)=(r,q), such that for all t, r,:M+R’xRk is an immersion (r,,q,):M+ 
R” x Rk is an embedding, and such that rk 0 r, is corank 1 semi-generic with 
v( vk o rl) = “Ir( mk a I)$,. 
Let (M, f; r, q) represent an element of AL”(X), by a small perturbation of (r, q) 
we may assume 9~~ 0 r is semi-generic. Furthermore along $1(%-k 0 r) there is an 
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identification of K with R’a/ax,c R” and hence an orientation of K. As M is 
oriented and Rk is given its usual orientation, as previously there is an induced 
orientation of C and hence the submanifolds St(nk 0 r) are partitioned into 
+Sf( rk ’ r) u -S;(?rk 0 r) that is into positive and negative components. Observe that 
St+‘( rk 0 r) separates +Si(q ’ r) from _$(q 0 r). Giving K 0 K the orientation 
induced from the tensor product of a line bundle with itself observe that the positive 
or negative nature of a component of Si (nk 0 r) is determined by whether ai+, : K 0 
K + Hom(@’ K, C) is orientation preserving or reversing. 
1.6. Lemma. There is a deformation of the pair (r, q) as in Corollary 1.5 to a pair 
(I,, ql) such that $( ,rk 0 r,) = S;( ,rk CJ rl). 
Proof. Suppose that (r, q) has been deformed to a pair (ri+l, qi+l) such that 
$+‘( Tk 0 r,,,) = Sf+‘( ‘rrk 0 ri+,). Suppose furthermore that all of the components of 
S;+l(,rk 0 ri+l) are positive. Let 3; x J be a tubular neighborhood of Sf(rk 0 ri+l) 
in St-‘( vk 0 ri+l), given by the orientation (trivialization) of N(gf(rk 0 ri+,), 
-i 1 
SIP (Q 0 ri+l) = Hom(@ K, C). Let Q = IJ Aj be a union of closures of positive 
components of Sf(?rk 0 ri+l) such that for all j, Aj n Si+‘(q 0 ri+l) # 4 and 
aQ = s;“. Choose a copy of Q, QO, in 9; x [0, 1) meeting S~+‘(V~ 0 ri+l) normally 
along aQO = aQ = Sitl(rrk 0 ri+l), and a collar neighborhood Q0 x J of Q0 in S, x [0, 1) 
with Q0 x J = Sic1 x J, a collar of Sf+‘( ‘q 0 rifl) in Sf( vk 0 litI). There is no difficulty 
in extending the various orientations so that Q,,xJ becomes a basis 4 for direct 
reconstruction of order i. For the chain v(%-k 0 ri+l)+,, u:+, is empty. Thus Corollary 
1.5 yields a deformation of ( qi+l, ri+,) to a pair (qi, ri) with Sf”( nk 0 Ii) empty, that 
is st( rk ’ ri) = Si( mk o ri). %.lppOse IlOW that $+‘( nk 0 ritl) has negative components. 
Let B be the union of the negative components of Sfil(rk 0 ri+l) and let B x J be 
a tubular neighborhood of B in g,( rrk 0 ri+,). After a direct reconstruction with basis 
B x [a, i] and application of Corollary 3.13 the pair (qi+l, ri+l) will be deformed to 
a pair (qI+l, I:+,) with Sf+‘(q 0 rj+l) = St+‘(rk 0 r,+,)u Bx c$,$} and with Bxf 
negative, B x $ positive. By a direct reconstruction similar to the positive case with 
Q = B x [0, a] the negative part of Si”( nk 0 ritl), B x (0, a}, will be eliminated. q 
1.7. Lemma. Let (M,f; r, q) represent an element of A’,“(X) with ?& 0 r semi-generic 
and s;( ,i-k o r) = S;( rk 0 r) then (M,f, r, q) is cobordant to (M,,f,, r,, ql) with 
$( rk ’ rl) = S:(nk 0 rI) and all components ofSi(rk 0 rl) positive. 
Comment. Lemmas 1.6 and 1.7 taken together show that the homomorphism 
it: AZ”(X)+ Ak”(X) is surjective. 
Proof of Lemma 1.7. Let B be the union of the negative components of S:( 7rk 0 r) 
and let B x J be a tubular neighborhood of B in M with rrk 0 r orientation preserving 
on B x (0, 1). By a direct reconstruction similar to that above (g, r) can be deformed 
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to (g’, r’) with S:(n, 0 r’) = S:(r, 0 r) u B x {a, i} and with B xi negative and B x 4 
positive. Let T be a tubular neighborhood of B x [-Q, f] in R” x Rk. Choose a pair 
(n, s) embedding B x St into T disjointly from M and with rk 0 s having Si( rk 0 s) = 
‘%(rk 0 s) = B x (0, T, &r, f&r} with B x (0, n} negative and 3 x {k&n, &T} posi- 
tive. Defining 1: B x S’ + X as fo rB the quadruple (B x S’, 1; s, h) represents o E 
A>“(X). Taking a connected sum of B x S’ with M along B x (0, T} in D x S’ and 
B x (0, f} in M then provides the desired cobordism. 
It remains to show that i;: A:“(X)+A$“(X) is injective. First observe that if 
(W, F; R, G) is a cobordism between (M,,f,, ro,go) and (M,,f,; r,,g,) with 
S:(,o ro)=S:(ro ro) and S:(, 0 r,) = S:( rr 0 ri) and all positive then the argument 
of Lemma 3.16 will give a deformation of (R, G) to ( R2, GJ relative to MO u Ml 
such that S;( ‘r&+1 0R,) = $( vk+l 0 RJ. However observe that by the restrictions on 
r. and rl , s%nk+l 0 R2) is the boundary of the closure of the negative components 
of S:(%-k+i 0 R,) and hence the argument of Lemma 1.6 can be applied relative to 
Mow M, to deform (G2, R2) to (G,, RI) with S:(~k+l’ R,)=S:(T~+,O R,). Now 
the argument of Lemma 1.7 can be applied relative to MO Ml to produce a cobordism 
( W’, F’, R’, G’) between (MO, fo, ro, go) and (M,, fi, rl, gl) with $(rk+l o R’) = 
sic rk+, 0 R’) and positive, that is, iz is injective. 
This method of altering a map by performing surgery on the singular set in a 
neighborhood of the singular set has been generalized in [9] and applied in [IO] 
for the case of singularities of parametrized families of real valued functions on a 
single manifold M. It should be possible to apply this work to study the bordism 
theories generated by pairs M”, f: M” + R k where k < n and f has only co-rank 
one singularities. 0 
2. Singularity restricted iterated loop-spaces 
Let R” be given coordinates (x”, xn-i, . . . , x,), thus s,: R”+ Rnal is given by 
(x,,x,_i,. . .,xl)*(O,xn,. . .,x1). Giving R” the canonical local coordinates 
(R”, x)+(R”,O), y-y-x gives a trivialization J’(R”, R”)=f(n, n)~ R”x R” 
where J’(n, n) = J’(R”, R”)o,o. Regard S” as R” LJ co and let S”(X) = S” x X/co x X; 
then there is the projection p : S”(X) + S” and we define n:S”(X) to be the subspace 
of fi”S”(X) = Map(s”, co; S”(X), *) of maps S such that p of is smooth on 
f’(S”(X) -*). Similarly given a smooth manifold Q, F: Q+ L?:S”(X) is smooth, 
if and only if for P: S” x Q+ S”(X), p 0 P: S” x Q+ S” is smooth on F-‘(S”(X) - 
*). The map s, : R” + R”+’ induces a, : a”S”(X) + 0”+‘S”+‘(X) which restricts to 
a, : n:s”(x)+ a;“s”+‘(x). 
Given a smooth manifold N, a parametrized family 6: N x S” + S”(X), or 
equivalently G : N + n”S”(X), and open neighborhood U of o E S” and a closed 
neighborhood V of WE S” with ZJ n V = 4, elementary differential topology [17,4.1 
et seq.] shows that p 0 G can be deformed relative to (p 0 G)-’ (V) to a family 
f: NX S”+ S” with F smooth on F’-‘(U). Letting C,: S”+ S” be a smooth 
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homotopy with C,, = id, C,(a) = co and C;‘(CO) = S” - U, C,f induces a deformation 
of f to F1 with f1 smooth on f;‘(S” -CO). There is no difficulty in lifting these 
deformations to give a deformation of 6 to 6, : N x S” + S”(X) with p 0 6, = fi. 
Equivalently G,: N+ 0:5?(X) and thus the inclusion 0:s”(X)+fi”S”(X) is a 
weak equivalence. 
Let T be a subset of J’(n, n) and define fi”,S”(X) to be the subset of fl:S”(X) 
such that j’(p of) E T x R” x 0 along f’(o x X). Let L be the subset of J’(n, n) = 
Hom(R”, R”) of homomorphisms A : R” + R” such that 
~+,o~IR”-‘xO: R”-‘@o+R”:R”“.-‘-R”-’ 
is the identity. For A E L and singular, 7r , : K + R’ is nonsingular and hence orients 
K. Giving R” its standard orientation let P be the subset of p;‘(L) = J2( n, n) of 
jets j such that if pi(j) is singular then d2(j): K + Hom(K, C) is nonsingular 
orientation preserving. Here, as previously Hom(K, C) is oriented independently 
of K. 
Recall a”S”(X) is given an Z-Z-space structure induced by suspension and co-H- 
map c: S’, CO+ S’ v S’, ~0. If c is chosen so that 
cIS’-c-‘(co): S’-c-‘(co)+R’ILR’=SvS’-co, 
is smooth and dc 1 c-‘(ollo) is the identity then the H-space structure on f2”S”(X) 
will restrict to one on 0:$‘(X). Let TV fi?S”(X) be given by t(Y) = * E S”(X), 
we may then interpret the results of the preceding section as 
2.1. Theorem. There are Pontryagin- Thorn isomorphisms 
0,: A;(X) + 4fl”s”(X), t), @f: AC(X)+ Q(n;s”(x), t) 
such that the diagram 
Qsf 




n;(x) - ~d~“S”(W, t) 
commutes. In particular the inclusion i : 0~S”(X) + n”S”(X) is a weak homotopy 
equivalence. 
Proof. The proof is by the usual Pontryagin-Thorn construction. Given 
an (M,f; r, q) representing an element of A L(X) choose an orientation 
preserving tubular neighborhood 4 : DN x M + Rn+k of (r, q) with 
T”_~ 0 d( rDn 0 4))’ 1 T”-’ : T”-’ + R”-’ the identity with respect to the framing on 





1 _ ,,TD”4-‘(y)(, 9fo %46YY) 
1 
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for y E 4(D” x M) and F(y) = * otherwise. Let F: Sk, co+ n”S”(X), t be associated 
to l? Elementary differential analysis shows that F : Sk, CO + 0 FS”(X), r and standard 
arguments [22, pp. 19-211 show that setting @f[M,f; r, q] = [F] gives a well defined 
homomorphism @[:Ar”(X)+ ?r&FS”(X). In order to show that @c is an 
isomorphism it is necessary to show given F: Sk, co+ flFS”(X) that F can be 
deformed to F’ such that ?: S” x Sk -+ S”(X) is transverse to 0 x X. This follows 
from two observations: First, given F: Sk + Ll”S”(X), F: S” x Sk + S”(X) is trans- 
verse to OxR’xX at 0x0xX and hence to 0x(--E, &)xX for some e>O. F can 
then be deformed to Fl such that for some s’> 0 and all s E Sk, j’(p 0 F( , s), 
(F,(,s))-‘(0x(-E,E)xX)EPXR”XOX(- e’, e’). Second, given a map F, the usual 
perturbations of the Thorn transversality theorem that produce a map F2 with gZ 
transverse to 0 x 0 x X need only be small perturbations of Fl in the direction 0 x R’ 
and thus produce a perturbation of F, through fl”,S”(X). It is at this step that the 
condition on nTT,_r 0A, rather than the simpler condition A ) R”-‘OO: RN-’ + R”-‘OO 
as the identity, must be used as this second condition will not be preserved under 
these perturbations. 0 
Given a smooth map FO: Q+ figs”(X) F can be perturbed to F,: Q+ f2”S”(X) 
with F,(O x X) a submanifold of (S” -co) = R” x Q and rro: M -+ Q a fold map. 
Transversality yields a framing N( M, R” x Q) 4 RN and if Q is oriented the canoni- 
cal isomorphism N( M, R” x Q) 0 T(M) 7 R” 0 T(Q) orients T(M). The conditions 
definingPensurer=rr,xid:M-+R”xQ + R’ x Q is an immersion, and in the case 
Q = Sk = Rk u 00, a positive fold immersion. This gives the inverse of @kp. Observe 
that along S:( ho), r, 1 K : K + T( R”) 2 R’ is nonsingular and thus frames K, in 
this case A,( 7~~) : K 0 K + C frames C consistently with the induced orientation of 
C. The map Fl can be further perturbed to a map F: Q + fl”,S”(X) with F : S” x Q + 
S”(X) transverse to o x X and rro : P-‘(O x X) + Q a generic fold map. Such maps 
F will be called generic. For a generic map F: Q + fl”S”(X) there are the submani- 
folds D’(rro) c Q, which will be denoted also by M;(F). A point q is in M,(F) if 
and only if for F( , q): S” + S”(X), p 0 F( , q) is singular at exactly i points of 
F( , q)-‘(OX X), denote the set of i points by C,(q). We have the isomorphism 
ni : N(Mi(F), Q) + N’ with Nb =$xtc,(q) C~x,q) and using the trivializations of 
Cc_) given above an isomorphism nF : N(M,(F), Q) + RCs where R> = Rcs”‘. 
Let I E J’(n, n) = Hom(R”, R”) be the identity. Theorem 1.1 follows from a result 
of Segal which in this context can be phrased as 
2.2. Theorem [21]. The inclusion fl;S”(X) + f2”S”(X) is a group completion. 
Loosely, up to homotopy, n”S”(X) is the minimal H-space containing fl;S”(X) 
with rrO a group. Theorem 2.1 gives a singularity theoretic interpretation of this 
group completion process. Indeed, Theorems 1.4 and 2.1 were discovered by looking 
for the smallest subset T of J’(n, n) such that T contained the identity, such that 
maps F: E + fl”,S”(X) could be deformed to maps F’: E + f2;S”(X) with ?: S” x 
S” + S”(X) transverse to o XX, and, finally, such that ~~(fl;S”, t) was a group. 
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Recall that in [15] May defines the notions of an operad and the action of an 
operad on a space X, and gives a specific operad, C,,, the little n-cubes operad. 
Giving an action of C, on X induces a monoid structure on rO(X), and X is 
group-like if r,,(X) is in fact a group. In [16] May shows that to give a C,, action 
on a group-like space X is equivalent to giving an n-fold delooping of X. The 
standard example of a C,, action is an action of C, on the spaces 0”(Y) = 
Map(S”; CO; Y, *) for pointed spaces Y in which case the delooping produced is 
that arising from fik( Y) = n(fl”-‘( Y)). We briefly sketch the operad C,, and this 
action: 
Let J denote the interval [-1, l] and J its interior. Let p : (J)” + R” be given by 
p: (fn,fi,...,)= ( tn C-1 - ~ l-f;‘1-f2,_1”“’ > 
the map p then induces a homeomorphism h : J”/,p -+ S” with h(t) = p(t) for t E (J)” 
and h(aJ”) = ~0. Observe that dp is always positive diagonal. A map e: J” + J” is 
admissible if and only if e - e(0) is a linear map which is positive diagonal with 
respect to the standard basis. Let C,,, be the space of k-triples of admissible 
embeddings such that for e = (e, , . . . , ek) E C,,_ i #j ei(J”) and e,(J”) are disjoint. 
The C,,, assemble into the operad C,, and the action of C, on n”(Y) is given by 
%,k: ~n,kx(~“~y))k+n”(Y) 
defined by 
ffn,k (e,,.. . , ek;fly.. . yfk)(x) =f, o p ’ ej” ’ P-‘(x) 
for X E p 0 e,(J”) and 
%,ktel, . . . , ek;h,t;)sn-P[(j ej(Jn)] =*. 
If T is a sub-set of J’(n, n), and D is the group of invertible i-jets in J’(n, n) 
with positive diagonal differential then D acts by composition on the right on 
J’(n, n) and we have 
a,&( c,,, x .n”,s”(x)) = n”,s”(x). 
Sets T c Ji( n, n) with TD = T will be called A-invariant. If T is A-invariant then 
fi”,S”(X) is a sub-C,-space of 0”S”(X). We define a subset T= J’(n, n) to be 
reasonable if T is A-invariant and fl”S”(X) is group-like for all X. Define a sub-set 
P’c J*(n, n), a A-invariant version of P, by replacing the condition on v,_, 0 A 
in the definition of P by nTT,_, 0 A 1 R”-’ x 0: R”-‘x0+ R”-’ is positive diagonal 
with respect to the standard basis of R”-‘. We have analogous bordism 
groups A f’(X) with A [( X) GA [‘(X), and a Pontryagin-Thorn isomorphism 
A:‘(X) 5rkfi$S”(X), hence the inclusion fi~S”(X)+fl~S”(X) is an iso- 
morphism. We then have 
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2.4. Corollary. j,, : 0&S’(X) + n”S”(X) is a weak homotopy equivalence of %,,- 
spaces. 
There is a suspension s, : J’(n, n) + J’(n + 1, n + 1) given by s,(j) =j’(Id xf), for 
f: R”, O+ R”, 0 with ji(jJ, = j and Id xfi R’ x R” + R’ x R”. Given a sequence of 
subsets T,, c J’(n, n) with s,( T,)= T,,, we then have a,: 0”,S”(X)+ 
n !$i,S”+l(X). We form the mapping cylinder of this system 079’(X) = 
ILR;“S”(X)x[n, n+11/- where (f; n + 1) - (v”(f), n + 1). May’s theory extends 
to the case of an operand +&, which acts on fl”S”(X) and we have in the case T,, = P’ 
2.5. Corollary. i, : fl$S”( X) + n”S”( X) . IS a weak equivalence of %?a spaces. 
Suppose that T, is a sequence of reasonable subsets of J’(n, n) with s,( T,) c T,,, , 
and P’ c Tn. There will then be inclusions of %&,-spaces 
n:S”(x) + 07S”(X) + PS”(X). 
All spaces will be group-like and May’s theory gives an infinite sequence of deloop- 
ings of each of these spaces. In this case the sequence of infinite loop functors splits. 
That is, passing to the homotopy category of R-spectra [23], there will be natural 
transformations 
n;S”( ) - .n?S”( ) - VS”( ) 
I I I 
I 
A0 - A( >x?T( 1 A 4 1 
with the vertical transformations weak equivalences, and the bottom line the 
inclusion and projection of a product. Singularity theory thus provides a vast class 
of co-loop functors ?=( ) by varying the sequences Tn. 
3. The descriptive differential topolology of fiYt.S”(X) and configuration space models 
The set PC J’(n, n) is partitioned into subsets s, t, r of singular, nonsingular 
orientation preserving, and orientation reversing jets. Each of these subsets is convex, 
hence contractible. Given f: S”, co+ S”(X), * an element of 0”,S”(X) define s(f) = 
{y ~f’( o x X) 1 j”( p 0 f), E s x R” x 0) and define subsets t(f) and r(j) similarly. 
Observe that as p 6 f is nonsingular at t(f) and r(f) these subsets are necessarily 
isolated. The local form of fold singularities shows that s(f) is also isolated. As the 
points f’(0 x X) are necessarily contained in a compact subset of R” = S” -co, 
f’(0 x X) is necessarily finite. Let K be the collection of triples 1& = (A,, r&*, r&r) of 
nonnegative integers and for r&e K define Pr( n, X) c OHS” to be the subset of 
maps f such that Is(j)/ =A,, It(f)/ =A,, and ]r( f)l = r&,. The subsets P,(n, X) then 
partition o”,S”(X). Define f to be of type A and codimension A, if and only if 
f E P4( n, X). Define Ri( n, X) c flus” to be the subset of maps of codimension 
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Si, i.e. Ri($ X) =Ud,=i PL( n, X). The Ri( n, X) then give an increasing filtration 
of fl”,S”(X). 
Observe that the suspensions a,, : 0 FS”( X) + 0 F+‘S”+‘( X) preserve type and 
hence codimension. Hence the limit space nFS”(X) is filtered by the limiting spaces 
&(co, X) and partitioned by the PA(~, X). 
We now proceed to give a configuration space model for the spaces fipS”(X). 
Given a nonnegative integer j denote by j the set { 1,2, . . . ,j}, thus 0 is the empty 
set. Given 1 E K denote by 4 the triple of-sets (&, &, &), or equivalently 4, x {s} u 
4, x {t} u 4, x {r}. Denote by S(A) the permutations of 4 leaving the factors invariant, 
thus S(A) = S(k,) = S(A,) x S(A,). Given a space Y let Y* be the Cartesian product 
Map(& Y). There is a left S(A) action on Y’ given by up =p 0 7-l for p E Y’ and 
TE S(R). Define Yrr’ to be the subset of Y’ of injective maps, S(A) acts freely on 
Y[“. For a space X denote by C,( n, X) the space (R”)[” x Xl/S(A). Thus C,( n, X) 
is the space whose points are triples (C,, C,, c,) of disjoint sets (configurations) of 
A,, A, and A, points in R”, each indexed by points in X. Observe that the spaces 
Ri(n, X), PA(n, X), Cr(n, X) are the evaluations on objects of functors Ri(n, ), 
P&( n, ), C,( n, ) from Top to Top. The injection s, : R” + R”+’ induces s, : C,( n, ) + 
C.An+I, ). 
Define a map 2; : PL( n, X) + C,( n, X) by Z;(f) = (C,(f), C,(f), C,(f)) where 
C,(f) = {(y, x) Iy E s(f) and f(y) = (0, x)}, and C,(f), C,(f) are defined similarly. 
It is routine to show that 2; is a fibration. Furthermore let G: Q + (Z,“)-‘Z;(f) be 
smooth. There is a deformation of G to a family Go such that for all q E Q, f and 
G(q) agree on a neighborhood of f’(Ox X). This is done in two stages. First as 
the subsets s, f, r of p are contractible, G can be deformed to a family G’ such 
that for all q E Q, p of and p 0 G’(q) have the same jet at each point of f’(0 x X). 
Given two maps fO, fi : R”, 0 + R”, 0 with j*(f&,, = j2(f,)0,0 E P then the deformation 
tfO+ (1 - t)fi is such that there is a neighborhood U of in the domain such that for 
all ft in this deformation L’(O) n U = 0. This deformation can be modified so that 
it is supported on a neighborhood lJ,c U with f;‘(O) n U =0 and there is no 
difficulty carrying out an analogous construction for parametrized families of maps. 
This allows a deformation of p 0 G to a family r with p 0 f and r(q) agreeing on 
a neighborhood of pf’(0). It is then straightforward to lift this deformation to one 
of G to the desired family G,,. The family Go can then easily be deformed to a 
family which is constantly f that is 
3.1. Proposition. Z; : P4( n, X) + C,( n, X) is a jibration and weak homotopy 
equivalence. 
Let g : M + Pl(rz, X) be a smooth map. Suppose M is a submanifold of U and 
that g is extended smoothly to G : V+ 0:s” (X). Borrowing a concept from singular- 
ity theory (V, G) is a universal unfolding of G if and only if there is a neighborhood 
U of M in V such that G 1 U is generic with Mds(FI U) = M. Let E be the vector 
bundle over Cr(n, X) with Ecc,c,,c,, = RCs. We then have the isomorphism 
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nG : N(M, V) + (2, 0 g)*E, introduced at the end of the discussion following 
Theorem 2.1. Let G: Q+ 0&S”(X) be a map. We have that G can be deformed to 
Go with G, generic. In this case M,(G,) = G-‘(JLls=i PK(n, X)) is a codimension i 
submanifold of Q and G,, is a universal unfolding of G,IM,(G,). In particular: 
3.2. Proposition. 7’he inclusion Ri( n, X) -+ 0 ;6S” (X) is i-connected. 
The isomorphism nG essentially determines the universal unfolding: 
3.3. Proposition. Let GO, g, ; G, , g, : V, M + O”S”(X), P4( n, X) be universal unfold- 
ings and suppose that 
(a) Z,” 0 g, is homotopic by H to Z; 0 g, . 
(b) The isomorphisms ho, and r]G, defined on N(Mx o, VX o) and N(M+l, 
Vxl) extends toa bundleisomorphism vn:N(M+I, Vxl)+H*(E). 
Then there are neighborhoods U,, < U, < U, of M in Vand a homotopy $2 of universal 
unfoldingssuch thatZ;o%/M=N, %l(V-U,)xI=F,,xid and%[U,,xl=G,. 
Proof. By Proposition 3.1 there is a lift of H to a homotopy between g, and g,. 
The condition on the bundle maps ensures the existence of a neighborhood U of 
M in V and an extension of GoI U x 0 and G, 1 U x 1 to a universal unfolding 
3: U x I, M x I + O&S”(X), Pr(n, X). The desired neighborhood and homotopies 
may then be constructed from 5% 
Let J= [-1, 11, Propositions 3.1 and 3.3 suggest that it should be possible to 
recover the weak homotopy type of nT,S”(X), and hence that of n”S”(X), by 
gluing together JAs bundles over the spaces C,( n, X) for r&e K. Technical consider- 
ations require replacing the spaces C,( n, X) by homotopy equivalent subspaces. As 
before R” is given coordinates y = (y,, yn_r, . . . , y,) and corresponding vector space 
basis e,, e,_, , . . . , e,. Given a point y E R” define u(y) = {y’l y’+ te,, t E J}. Given 
r&e K denote by R”(A) the subspace of (R”)‘l’ of points z satisfying the following 
conditions: 
(a) For P, sEd,x{tlur&,x{r), ~#a IIzP-zqII~l. 
(b) ForpE&x{tlu&x{rl, sE&x{sl, d(z,, u(z,))zl. 
(c) For P, q E 4, x (~1, P+ 4, d(u(z,), 4~~)) 2 1. 
Denote by uX’ the space (X x J)‘s x XL’ x x’r and identify uX” with XL x J’s. There 
is the usual S(R) action on R”(L) and uX1. Denote by D4(n, X) the space R”(A) x 
XL/S(A) and by E,(n, X) the space R”(A) x uX”/S(I&). Thus D1(n, X) is a space of 
triples (OS, D,, 0,) of configurations in R” indexed by points in X, and subject to 
constraints (a), (b), (c) above. Clearly the inclusion DJn, X) + CJn, X) is a 
homotopy equivalence, indeed D4( n, X) is a deformation retract of C,( n, X). This 
follows upon observing that for Z E Ck(n, X) = (R”)k and t E R+, tZ E Ck(n, X), 
and for sufficiently large t, tZ E &( n, X) furthermore E: Ck(n, X) + R P(Z) = 
inf( t 1 tz E &( n, x)) is continuous. Defining e: Ck(n, X)+ R by e(Z) = 
max{l,P(Z)+l}thenE:Ck(n,X)xI~Ck(n,X)E(Z,t)=((1-t)+te(Z))Zisthe 
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desired deformation retraction. E,(n, X) is a space of triples (E,, E,, E,) indexed 
by X x J, X and X subject to the same constraints. EA(n, X) is a bundle over 
Dl( n, X) with fiber J’s, and DL( n, X) will be identified with the zero section of this 
bundle. 
Generate an equivalence relation - on lllEK &(n, X) by the following two 
relations: 
(a) If (y, x, 1) E ES then 
(J% & E) - (6 -{(Y, x, I)), E u {(Y+ el, xl), 6 u {(v - el, x)1). 
(b) If (y, x, -1) E ES then 
(Es, E, ~5) - (Es -{(Y, x, I)), 6, E). 
Denote by F( n, X) the space lLLsK E,( n, X)/ -. The spaces D,( n, X) are identified 
with their images in F(n, X). Denote by Fi(n, X) the image of lLls<i E,(n, X) and 
by fii( n, X) the space Fi+i( n, X) - v~,=~+~ Dl( n, X). Observe that F( n,, X) is pointed 
by the image of the point EC,,,,,,(n, X) which will be denoted by s. 
3.4. Proposition. (1) Let Y be compact, then 
MM Y, F(n, X)) = U Mad Y, F,(n, X)), 
(2) F;( np X) + Fi+,( ny X) is a closed i-connected cojibration, 
(3) Fi( n, X) + F( n, X) is i-connected. 
Proof. (1) is straightforward, (3) follows from (1) and (2). Statement (2) follows 
from observing that Fi(n, X) is a strong deformation retract of Fi(n, X) and that 
any map of a smooth manifold into Fi+l(n, X) can be perturbed to one which is 
transverse to ULzEi+, DJn, X). 0 
Observe that all spaces so far defined and involving X are in fact the evaluations 
on objects of functors from Top to Top. 
A map !P : F(n, X) + f2FP’(X) is stratified if and only if for all AE K, 
W(D,(n,X))c PA(m,X) and !P(fi(n, X))c R,(m,X). A stratified map P is 
stratljied j-connected if and only if W is j-connected, W 1 Dr(n, X) + Pd(m, X) is 
j-connected and W 1 Fi( n, X) : Fi( n, X) + Ri( m, X) is j-connected, for all A E K and 
nonnegative integers i. A stratijied weak equivalence is a stratified map which is 
stratified j-connected for all j. 
3.5. Theorem. There is a natural stratijied weak equivalence CD, : F( n, X), 
s + fly(x), t. 
By natural we mean that @, is a natural transformation from the functor F(n, ) 
to 0”,S”( ). Thus by Theorem 2.1, the functor F( n, ) provides a configuration space 
model for the functor C!“S”( ). 
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First the map 0, is constructed. The strategy will be to construct a map 6; : R”(A) x 
Xk~J’~+OFS”(X). It will be clear from this construction that for c+~ S(A), PE 
R”(A) x X*X J’s, $:(a(~)) = 6:(p). Thus 6: will induce @“, : E,( n, X) + 0&!?“(X). 
It will also be clear that if q E E,(n, X) is equivalent in F(n, X) to q E E,,(n, X) 
then @t(q) = @f(q’) so that the maps @,“,, 1~ K assemble to a map @, : F( n, X) + 
n;s”(x). 
The idea of the construction of 6: is for a point p = (p, ,y, r) E R”(A) x X4x J’s 
to give an embedding ep : J*y x A+ R” x JLs such that for r4$, : R” = J’s + R’ x J’s and 
rr/, : R” x J’s + Jks, rrIs, 0 ep is an embedding, $(.TTI, 0 e,) L Y:(T~~ 0 e,) and v~,., is 
a positive lift of ?rk7 o ep. 
In addition a precise construction of a tubular neighborhood N,, : 0: x J’s x A + 
R” x J’s and a map f, : J’z x A + X will be given. The Pontryagin-Thorn construction 
applied to this data will give a map &p;x): S” x J’s + S”(X). The map 6; is then 
defined by the exponential correspondence G’“,(p, ,Y, r)(y) = &,,,(y, 7). 
Let (p, x, T) be a point in R”(k) x X’x J’s. Thus r=( rbr, ):-,, 
x=( ,x(g,), ; ,X(i,t), ; ,X(j,,), ) and P=( ,z(I,,), ; ,Z(i,t), ; , Z(j,r), )forl~l~A,, 
1 G is A,, 1 s j s k,. The embedding ep and tubular neighborhood N, are defined 
as follows. Let h : J + J be smooth, nondecreasing, -1 on a neighborhood of -1, 1 
on a neighborhood of 1 and the identity on a neighborhood of 0. Define an embedding 
fi : J+ R’ x J by m(b) = (h(b), b2). Let jZ : J+ R2 be the unit normal vector field 
to m(J) which extends fi(l)=(l,O); thus @(t)=(l,O) near 1, (-1,0) near 
-1 and /Z(O) = (0, -1). Define an embedding m:J+R”.xJ by 
m=iofi:J+“R’xJ+‘R”-’ xR’xJ. Define f:R”xJ+R”xJ by p((y,a,b)= 
m(b)+(O,y,O)+aG(b) where (y,a)~R” ‘xR’=R” and bEJ. Now choose EC:, 
so that 7) : 0: x J + R” x J is an embedding. 
Define the embedding e,, : JLs x k+ R” x JLs by ep 1 J’s x (i, t) = zci,,) x Id, e,, 1 JLs x 
(j, r) = Z(j,,) x Id. For an index (I, s) identify J’s with J x J’s_{‘) and define 
ep 1 J’s x (l, s): J x J’s_{‘)+ R” x J x JAs-{‘) by ep = (z,,,,,+ m) x Id. 
Define a tubular neighborhood 
N,((Y, a), 7, (i, t)) = ((Y, a), 0)+ ep(T, (i, t)), 
N,((Y, a), 7, (j, r)) = ((Y, -a), O)+ ep(7, (j, r)). 
For an index (I, s) define 
N, : D” x J x J’s-{‘) ~(l,s)+R”xJxJ~s-{‘) by N,=(z,,,,+n)xId. 
Define the map f, : JAs x A+ X by f,(J”s x q) = x4 for q E A. As in the proof 
of Theorem 2.1 let d : DZ, aD: + S”, s by Y+Y/(~ -IIYII~/~~) and define T&): 
(R” woo) x J1s+ S”(X) by &,x,=[d,f,I] 0 N;’ on Im N, and c#J(~,~) =* on the 
remainder of (R” u co) x J1s. 
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The map 6: is then defined as above. That @a(~) = @,(p) is a routine 
verification, and hence then map @, is defined as above. That the maps @“, are as 
required with respect to the identifications is the result of choosing the map h above 
constant near &J and the restriction f 2 E. Thus there is the map @” : F”(X) + 
fiFS”(X). That @” is stratified should be clear by construction. It remains to check 
the connectivity statements of Theorem 3.5. 
3.6. Lemma. CD” )01( n, X) : 01( n, X) + PL( n, X) is a weak homotopy equivalence. 
Proof. Let i : 01( n, X) + C,( n, X). Observe that 2” 0 @” 1 01( n, X) = id, thus the 
lemma follows from Proposition 3.1. 0 
3.7. Lemma. For all i, @” ( Fz( n, X) : Fi( n, X) + Ri( n, X) is a weak equivalence. Hence 
0”: F(n, X)+ n”,S”(X) is a weak equivalence. 
Proof. The second statement follows from the first and Propositions 3.2 and 3.4. 
The first statement is proved by induction on i. The case i = 0 is Lemma 3.6, in the 
case 1&, =O. NOW assume that @” 1 Fi_l(n, X): Fi_l(n, X)+ R,_,(n, X) is a weak 
homotopy equivalence, hence so will be @” 1 pi-,( n, X) : K_,( n, X) + Ri_l( n, X). Let 
G: Q + Ri(n, X) a map of the manifold Q to Ri(n, X). Deform G to a generic map 
Go: Q+ Ri(n, X). The map Go is then a universal unfolding of 
GoI G~‘(v~~=, P4(n, X)) = Mi(Go). Lemma 3.6 then ensures that Go\Mi(G,) can be 
deformed to a map g, with g, = @” 0 g for g : M,( G,) + IllT=i 01( n, X). Proposition 
3.3 then ensures that this deformation extends to a deformation of Go to G, with 
G, = @” 0 G, G: U + F( n, X), U a neighborhood of Mi(g,) and Gi( Q - U) c Ri_l. 
The inductive hypothesis then gives a final deformation of G, to G2 with G2= 
@” 0 G’, G’: Q+ Fi(n, X). A similar argument in the relative case shows 
@“\F,(n,X):F,(n,X)+R,(n,X) isa weakequivalence. q 
The map s”:R”+OxR”+R”+’ induces maps s”:D,(n,X)+D,(n+l,X), 
s”:e,(n,X)+E,(n+l,X) and a stratified map s”:F(n,X)+F(n+l,X). Define 
OJX), E,(X), F(X) to be the mapping cylinders of the systems (Dl(n, X), s”) etc. 
Leth”:S”,oo~S”,oobegivenbyy~y/(l-~~y~~*/&*)fory~S”-~=R”andIly~I<& 
and y-cc otherwise. There is an obvious homotopy g’ : S”+‘, oo-, S”+‘, co with 
g’(O) =O, dgh= Id, go= Id and g’o c+“(h”) = h”+, . The homotopy g’ induces a 
homotopy g’: S”+‘(X)+ S”+‘(X) which in turn induces a homotopy 
g~:~~+:+‘S”+‘(X)~n~+;“S”“(X) such that gi=id and gioa”o 0”= 
@ n+1 o S” : F(n, X)+ L?~+‘S”+‘(X). The maps 0” and homotopies g!+ 0 (+” 0 @” 
assemble to a map @: F(X) + 0$(X). As a corollary of Theorem 3.5 we have 
3.8. Theorem. CD : F(X) + n”S”(X) IS a natural stratijed weak equivalence. 
Let R” be the direct limit of (R”, s,). There are then the spaces R”(A) and thus 
spaces D,(co, X), &(co, X), F(m, X), Fi(ao, X) and Fi(a, X). The map 1” : R” + R” 
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induces an n - 1 connected map 1, : DL( n, X) + DL(~, X). By an argument formally 
the same as.that of Theorem 3.5, C : F( n, X) + F(KJ, X) is a stratified n - 1 connected 
map. Hence the map I: F(X) + F(co, X) induced from l,,,, 0 s, = I,, is a stratified 
weak equivalence. The functor F(co, ) therefore provides a configuration space 
model for OFSco( ) and hence, by Theorem 3.8, a model for Q”S”( ). 
In a later paper we will compare the configuration spaces discussed here to 
McDuff’s [ 141 spaces of positive and negative particles. Naively this section can be 
interpreted as saying that if one considers configuration spaces of positive and 
negative particles in R” indexed by X, and restricts annihilations and creations, by 
insisting that they are polarized (i.e. occur in the a x R’ direction) and restricted in 
nature to the simplest kind (appearance and disappearance of real roots of quad- 
ratics) one obtains a space of the weak homotopy type of 0”S”(X). 
4. Category theory and the Barratt-Priddy-Quillen theorem 
In this section we give a category theoretic (combinatorial) interpretation of the 
preceding geometry. We recall the basic notions from simplicial category theory 
that we will need. 
As before, Top is the category of topological spaces and continuous maps. The 
category A has one object [n] = (0, 1, . . . , n} for each nonnegative integer n. A 
morphism 4 : [n] + [m] is a nondecreasing function from [n] to [ml. There is a 
covariantfunctorA:~~TopgivenbyA[n]=A,={x~R”~~~~Oand~x~~l}.For 
r#~:[n]+[m], A(~)=~,:A,+A, is given by ~,(x)~=CX+-*~~,. 
Given a category L: a simplicial L: object is a contravariant functor Y. : 4 + c. 
We denote Y[n] by 9, and Y(4) by #* when the functor Y is clear from context. 
Given a small cateogry, [12], A, there is a simplicial set NA.: 4 + Sets given by 
fi f” 
NAi = {A0 -A,*. . - Ai), 
that is the set of sequences of i composable morphisms in A. The maps $J*: N&, + 
NA, are given by deleting objects Aj or inserting identity morphisms in the obvious 
fashion [19]. Given an object element r of NA, as above we denote A0 by O(T) and 
define mi(r) =J; oJ_, 0. . + ofi:Ao+Ai for is1 and m,(r)=Id:A,+A,,. 
We regard simplicial sets as simplicial spaces by giving each of the sets the discrete 
topology. Given a simplicial space X. : 4 + Top the strict realization of X. denoted 
by IX.1 is the space Y.,,, A,, x XJ- where - is the equivalence relation generated 
by (y, 4*(X))-(+,(y), x). The space INA. is denoted by BA and iscalled the 
classifying space of A. If G is a group regarded as a category 5; with Ob( I;) = { *} 
and Mor( G) = Iso( G) = G then BG is the usual classifying space of G. Given a 
covariant functor 9: A+ Top define a simplicial space hc(9). by hc(9). = 
_lL 7~ NA. S(O(T)) and for c$*(T)=T’ define +*:~(o(~))+~(o(T’)) by 4*= 
9( m,(,,( 7)) : %( o( T)) + S( o( 7’)). The realization of 9, denoted by ) 9) is Ihc( s).). 
This is the homotopy direct limit of 9 in the terminology of [3, p. 3271. 
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Recall we defined K to be the set of triples A = (k, ; kt, A,) of nonnegative integers. 
Define a category P as follows: Ob( P) = K, a morphism (Y : L + A’ consists of 
(a) disjoint subsets Da, BP of &, 
(b) set isomorphisms (Y, : 4, - 0, - BP + tf: 
, 
a, : A,lLB, + &, a,: A,lLB,+rg. 
Composition of morphisms (Y : A + X’, p : k’ + A” is given by 
(a) Dpaa = D, u a;lDP, B,,, = B, u a,‘(Bp), 
(b) (P o a), = Ps o a, 14, - D~oa - &=a, 
and similarly for (/3 0 a),. Note that Aut(L)= S(A). Given a space X there is a 
covariant functor 9(X) : P + Top given by 9(X)(A) = x1 and S(X)(a)(x), = Xa-lcq) 
for x E Xx and (Y : r&+= A’ and q E A’. There is another functor %(n) : P + Top given by 
%(n)(R)=R”(r&) and %(n)(cY)(y)i=,-l(i) for in&:, a,(&,) or (Y,(A~), %(n)(a)vi= 
y,-l(i)+ei for iEa,(B,) and ~(n)(~)(y)i=y,~l~,,-ei for iEa,(B,). Here n is a 
positive integer or 03. We define 9(n, X) = 9(n) x 9(X). 
4.1. Theorem. There is a natural homotopy equivalence 
f: 19(n, X)1+ F(n, X). 
Here by natural we mean that f is a natural transformation from the functor 
119(n, )I to F(n, ). 1 n order to prove this theorem we must recall certain basic facts 
about simplicial and bi-simplicial spaces. A simplicial space X. is good if and only 
if +* : X,, + X,,,, is a closed cofibration for all surjective morphisms 4 : [n + l] + [n]. 
In particular for any functor 8: A+ Top, hc(9). is good. Given two simplicial 
spaces X. and Y. a simplicial map F. is a natural transformation between the functors 
X. and Y. and hence induces a map IF.1 : IX.1 + 1 Y.1. Given functors so: A + Top and 
9, : A + Top and a natural transformation X: .Fo + 9, there is the induced simplicial 
map hc(X).:hc(90).+hc(.%,)., the map (hc(X).~~~0)~+~9,~ is denoted by 1x1. 
4.2. Proposition [20, Al]. Let F. : X. + Y. be a simplicial map between good simplicial 
spaces. Iffor all n 2 0, F,, : X,, + Y,, is a homotopy equivalence so will be IF.1 : IX.1 + I Y.(. 
4.3. Corollary [3, XII. 4.21. Let So and 9, and X be as above, and suppose for all 
A E oh(A), X(A) : So(A) + 9,(A) IS a homotopy equivalence, then 1.~1: 1SJ--, I$,[ is 
also a homotopy equivalence. 
Given a covariant functor e : 4 + B between small categories and a covariant 
functor 9: B + Top there is an obvious induced map hc( e). : hc( 90 e). + hc( 9) and 
its realization (el : 190 eJ + 9. 
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4.4. Corollary. Let e and 9 be as above and suppose that e is an equivalence, [ 121, 
of categories, then lej : 1.90 el + 191 is a homotopy equivalence. 
As an example suppose A is a groupoid, i.e. Mar(A) = Iso( and let 9: A + Top 
be a functor, then 9 is necessarily homeomorphism valued on Mar(A). There is 
then the map (~1: /%I+ BA induced by the natural transformation of 9 to the trivial 
functor which is constantly a one point space, and evidently r will be a fiber bundle 
over each component of B,$ Now let A be an object of A and let C(A) be the 
component of A, i.e. the full subcategory of A whose objects have arrows to A, and 
iO: C(A) -+ A be the inclusion functor. Let M(A) be the full sub-category of A 
whose object is A. Then iA :&(A) + C(A) is an equivalence of categories, hence 
liA( : 19 0 i,J + 1.90 &I is a homotopy equivalence. Observe that B &(A) is the usual 
classifying space of the group Aut(A) and (z-1 : IF 0 iA( + B &(A) can be identified 
with rr : E Aut(A) x S(A)/Aut(A) + B Aut(A) where E Aut(A) is the canonical 
contractible space on which Aut(A) acts freely [20]. In particular if Aut(A) acts 
freely on 9(A), then p: ISA 0 iAl = E Aut(A) x %(A)/Aut(A) + $(A)/Aut(A) will 
be a homotopy equivalence. 
A bi-simplicial space is a contravariant functor X.. : 4 x 4 + Top with X..([ p], [q]) 
denoted XP,,. Given a bi-simplicial space X.. there is the simplicial space X1.1. given 
by X,.,.:[n]+IX.,J and the similarly defined space X.,.1. 
4.5. Proposition [18, p. 86, Lemma]. There is a natural homeomorphism 
h: (X ,./. I+IX ,.,. 1. 
As an example let A be a small category and &3 be a sub-category of A with 
oh(B) = oh(A). There is then the bisimplicial set or giving sets the discrete topology, 




-, . . . A P.4 
fl,O I
A, o o - AOJ * . * Ao,q 
with the fij morphisms in A and the bi,j morphisms in B. We define a category 
(A, J), whose objects are elements of NB,, i.e. possible rows of the diagram above 
and whose morphisms are maps between rows in the above diagram. Similarly we 
define (A, @)p to be the category whose objects are elements of NAP i.e. possible 
columns in the above diagram and whose are maps between columns. Given an 
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element 7 of D(A, B)P,4 as above we denote A,,, by o(y) and define mi,j( 7) : A,,0 + Ai,j 
to be the identity when i = j = 0 and any composition of arrows in y from Ao,,, to 
A, j otherwise. Given a covariant functor 9 : 4 + Top we have the bi-simplicial space 
D(A, B; S).. with 
and 
(A ccI)* = .!+Ym,(,,,,(,,(y)): %(0(y))+ S(o(4, +)*(r))). 
We have functors &’ : (A, B)p + B and rrq : (A, B)4 + A given by ~~(7) = o(r) for 
T E NAP and g4( 7’) = O(T)) for T E NB, and of obvious definition on morphisms, 
and we define Sp = 9 0 rp, gq = 80 vq. We then have simplicial spaces h(A, B; 9). 
with h(A, B; 9), = 15Fq1 and v(A, B; 9). with v(A, B, S), = ISpI. We then have 
h(& 0; 9). = D(A, B; 9),.,. and v(A, B; 9). = D(A, B; S.,.,, and all of those spaces 
are good. 
4.6. Proposition. Let A, @, 9 be as above and suppox :hat all morphisms of B are 
isomorphisms, then there are natural homotopy equivalences 
j: 1st + INA, B; @J.i.l and k: 191+ ID(A, B; S).,.,l 
such that the diagram 
commutes. 
Proof. Let 04 be the sub-category of A with the same objects but only identity 
morphisms. There is the inclusion i : oA+ B and an induced bi-simplicial map 
i.. : D(A, 04; 9).. + D( A, @; 9).. . Observe that there are identifications k. : hc( a). + 
D(A, oA; 9)+ and j.: (31. + D(A, 04; 9)1.1. where 191. is the simplicial space which 
is constantly (91. We then set j = 1 j. I 0 1 il.,. I and k = I k. ) 0 Ii.,. I. There is an isomorphism 
0 : 4 + (A, WI),, the inclusion i, : (A, o&, + (A, B), are previously defined 
nq : (A, B), + A. Observe that o 0 rrq 0 i, = IdCA,oA) and that there is a natural transfor- 4 
mation N: i4 Q TV 0 o + IdCA,a), given by 
b, 
A7 - Al...A 4 
A0 Id A0 . . . A,, 
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As Mor( B) = Iso( B), N( 7) is a natural isomorphism, i.e. iq is an equivalence. Hence 
by Corollary 4.4, il.lq is a homotopy equivalence for all q and by Proposition 4.2 
lil.,.[ is a homotopy equivalence. 
Each of the categories (A, B)4 is a groupoid. Letting { ri} be a collection of 
representatives ofthe isomorphism classes of (A, J?)¶, we then have, up to homotopy, 
that D(A, B; .F),,., is a collection of %(o(T~)) bundles over B Aut(Ti). The space 
ID(A, B; 9).,.,] is then made by glueing these bundles together. In the case that 
A = P and @ = iP, the category with the same’objects as p but only isomorphisms, 
lD(E $5 a(n, X).,.,1 is almost the same as F(n, X). More precisely, we now give 
a description of F(n, X) as the realization of a simplicial space and then use 
Proposition 4.2 to give a homotopy equivalence g : ID(f’, ip; 9( n, X)).,. ( -+ F( n, X). 
The desired homotopy equivalence f: 19(n, X)] + F(n, X) will then be 
gok:l9(n,X)I~ID(~,iiP;4).,.,1~F(n,X). 
Let J = [ -1, I] and let _J be the category with objects -1, 0, 1 and morphisms 
d : 0 + -1 and b : 0 + 1 and identity morphisms. Given a set S there is a natural 
homeomorphism BJ” + J”. For t E A, and r E NJ: we denote by (t, 7) the image of 
(t, T) in J”. Given y : S -+ T there is the induced map y* : Jr + Js and hence a left 
action of S(n) on J” given by y acts as ( y*))‘. We will frequently identify objects 
j E 1” with the unique morphism o +j, here o E Ob(J”) is (0, 0, . . . , 0). There is the 
simplicial set NJ* = lt n3O NJ”, given a morphism 4 in Mar(d), we will denote the 
corresponding morphisms in NJ* by 4:. 
Given j E Ob(_J”) we denote ]j-‘(0)l by s(j), define S,(j) :_s(j) + _n to be the order 
preserving isomorphism from _s (j) to j-‘(O). Similarly we define b(j) = I j-'( l)l, 
d(j)=]j-‘(-l)] anddefinemaps b,(j):_b(j) _ -+nandd,(j):_d(j)+_n.Definea(non- 
simplicial) subset OJ* of NJ? by OJ? = { 7 1 o( 7) = 0). There is then a map s : NJ* + 
OJ*definedbys(r)=(s,(o(~))*(~).Th e set OJ? is given the structure of a simplicial 
set with morphisms 4,*, 4,* = s 0 +&, so that s becomes a simplicial map. Given 
AE K and j E _5l~ we define j,(A) = (k, -b(j) - s(j); r&, + b(j), R,+ b(j) and j* E 
Morp(A, j,(k)) by B( j*) = j-‘( l), D(j*) = jj’(-l), thus 4, - B( j*) - D(j*) = j-‘(O)), 
j: = s( j)-l, jf( i) = i for i E &, jF( i) =1&l + (b( j))-‘( i) for i E B(j*) and similarly for 
j% 
We now define a simplicial space G(n, X). as follows: G(n, X), = 
11 REK R”(A) xXx OJ2/S(r&). For 4 E Mar(d) we denote the corresponding morph- 
ism by 4% and define it by 
&([(Y, X), 71) = [s(n, X)((%,,, (T))*(Y, X), 40*(T)]. 
Note that here we are identifying n~,(~,( T) : 0 + j and j. 
Lemma. There is a natural homeomorphism r : I G(n, X). I + F(n, X). 
Proof. Define r: IG(n, X).1 + F(n, X) by r((t, [(y, x), T]) = [[(y, x), (t, T)II; here 
(t, [(y, x1, ~1) is the image of (t, [(Y, XL ~1) in IG(n, X).1, ((Y, ~1, (6 4) is in R”(J) X 
X’x J”s, [(y, x), (t, T)] is its image in EA( n, X) and [[(y, x), (t, T)]] its image in 
F( n, X). It is tedious 
homeomorphism. Cl 
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but straightforward to check that r is well defined and a 
We now define simplicial maps f.:hc 9(n, X).+ G(n, X). and 
g. : D(P, OF; 9( n, X)).,., + G( n, X). . First define a (nonsimplicial) map U. : NP. + 
OJ! as follows: let r E NP, with o( 7) = (A,, r&,, A,), then uq( T) E O.l$, uq( T) = O+ j, + 
j,+-. *+jq with ji(p)=-1 for PE&(,), j,(p)=1 for PEB,,,(,) and ji(p)=O for 
P E Rs - an,(T) - &n$(,, . Now define a map f.:hc(%(n,X)).+G(n,X). by 
f.((y, x), r) = [(y, x), U(T)]. The map f is simplicial and has the property that for 7, 
T’ E NPq = Ob( P, iP)” and b : T + T' a morphism in Mor( P, iP)q, f( (y, x), T) = 
f.(%(n, X)(b,)(y, x), T'), thus there is the induced simplicial map 
g. : D( P, iP; 9( n, X)).,., + G( n, X). . Observe that 
f = g.,i.l.l 0 A. : hc 9( n, X). - D(P, oP; P(n, X)).,., 
I .I. g. 
- ml? z S(n, WI.,., - G(n, x). . 
Define the map f:)9(n,X)(+F(n,X) to be r-‘oI~‘(:Is(n,X)l-,IG(n,X).l~ 
F(n, X). By Propositions 4.6 and 4.2 showing that f is a homotopy equivalence 
reduces to showing g, : D(F, ip; @(n, X))q,.,+ G( n, X), a homotopy equivalence 
for all q. Let T be an element of N-P, and suppose b’, b: T+ T are automorphisms 
of T in (P, if’)“. As b = b’ if and only if bo,l = bb,, where b,,, , bb,, E S(O(T)), Auf(r) 
is naturally identified to a subgroup of S(O(T)). The projection of S(A) to S(A,) 
given a left S(J) action on 2’~ and hence on N.J?s and OJfs. For y E S(O(T)) we 
have p(7) = U( 7) if and only if y E Aut(r). Let U(T) be the orbit of U(T) by the 
S( o( T)) action, then Y++ yu( T) induces a S( o( r))-equivariant isomorphism 
V(T) : s( o( r))/Aut( 7) + U(T). Observe that elements T, T' E (P, iP)q are isomorphic 
if and only if o(7) = o( 7.‘) and U(T) = U(T'). 
For T E NP, let C(T) c (p, ip)" be the full sub-category of (P, iP) whose objects 
are isomorphic to T. Denote by a( n, X, T) the functor 9( n, X)q ( C(T). Let {T,}~~, 
be a choice of one element from each of the isomorphism classes of (P, iP)q. We 
then have 
D(Py iPy %( n, X))q\., = II IS( n, Xy Ti)l. 
I 
By the final observation of the preceding paragraph we have 
G( n, X)q,., = II R,,,,(n) X X0”!’ X U( Ti)/S( 0( Ti)). 
t 
Clearly g, decomposes as 1L iE r gi and we are reduced to proving each of the maps 
gk a homotopy equivalence. Let Aut( 7,) be the full sub-category of C(T,) whose 
object is Ti, let %( n, X, U( Ti)) = 9( n, X; T,) I Aut( Ti). By the example following Propo- 
sition 4.4, the inclusion (%( n, X, a( T~))I + ) 9( n, X, 7,)) is a homotopy equivalence, 
and there is the projection and homotopy equivalence 
p: I@(ny X, U(Ti))l+ &(7,)(n) X X"""/AUt(Ti). 
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The isomorphism u( 7;) : S( O( ri))/Aut( ri) += U( ri) of the previous paragraph induces 
an isomorphism 
u: R,,,,(n) x X”‘T’/Aut( ri) + R,,,,(n) x X0(?) x U( T&S(O( ri)) 
andgiIIs(n, X, a(ri))I f ac t ors as v 0 rr, thus gi is a homotopy equivalence establishing 
Theorem 4.1. 
The stratified structure of the functor F(n, X) is well related to the category 
theory. Let Pi be the full subcategory of P whose objects I& have A, 6 i, and let 
.YF;( n, X) = FFe( n, X) ) Pi, then 
fll%Cn, x)l: I@ii(nv x)l+ fii'% x)* 
The homeomorphism r : IG( n, X).) += F( n, X) restricts to a homeomorphism 
r: G(n,X),+ Y DL(n, X) and g,: D(P, iP; 9(n, X)),+ G(n,X),. 
A6K 
In the previous sections we have given natural weak equivalences W, : F(n, X) -+ 
n$Y’(X) and i:L!$3”(X)+fl”S”(X), thus 19(n, )I is a category theoretic model 
for the functor n”S”( ). The space (R”)[“’ is the complement in (R”)l of a 
codimension-n variety, hence n - 1 connected, thus the space (R”)“’ is acyclic, and 
as it is of the homotopy type of a C-W complex, contractible. Corollary 4.3 then 
gives a homotopyequivalence ?r: ]9(00, X)1 = )I %?(a) x S(X)l+ IS(X)]. By Theorem 
3.8 and what follows it we have natural weak equivalences @: F(X) + fl”S”(X) 
and 1: F(X) + F(co, X), hence, by the homotopy equivalence j-: (9(co, X)( += 
F(a, X), the functor IS( )I provides a category theoretic model for the functor 
0”S”( ). In the case that X is a C-W complex all spaces constructed will in fact 
be of the homotopy type of C-W complexes and hence all weak equivalences are 
homotopy equivalences. 
We relate these geometric constructions to the theory of symmetric monoidal 
categories [12]. Let W be the category with one object n for each nonnegative 
integer and with morphisms S(n). The set isomorphism _n~m + n+m, i-i for i E _n, 
j + n +j for j E m induces a symmetric monodial structure on W and on P. There 
is the Quillen S’S construction [S] on w, the category W-i W. There is a symmetric 
monoidal functor rr : P + ly-’ W which is given on objects by r(A) = (R,, A,) and on 
morphisms by r(a) = [LY,, a,]. The equivalence relation, [8, p. 2191 defining morph- 
isms in W-’ W is exactly that necessary for rr to be a functor. 
Theorem. r : P + w-’ W induces a Homotopy equivalence BT : BP + B W-’ W. 
Proof. Using the concepts and notations of [ 181 observe first that F’(A,, A,) has a 
final object (0, A,,I&,) and hence B(T-‘(A,, r&,)) is contractible. However 
i: K’(A,, A,) + (A,, A,)\T has an obvious right adjoint, hence by Theorem A 
[18, p. 86, Corollary] BT is a homotopy equivalence. Cl 
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The category p, whose construction was originally motivated by the geometry of 
Section 3, is in fact a special case of a general construction due to Thomason. Given 
a unital, symmetric monoidal category S, with Mar(S) = Iso( [23, p. 1657-16581 
constructs the symmetric monoidal mapping cone C( A : 8 + 8 x 8) on the diagonal 
functor A : S+ S x S. In the case S = v, P = C(A : W+= WX W). The construction 
and proof of the homotopy equivalence r: p+ w ’ W go over verbatim to a 
homotopy equivalence v : C(A : 8 + 8 x 8) + S-‘S. The general reults of [23] show 
BS -+ B( C( A : S + S x S)) is a group completion. By this result, and the results of 
[8] there are homotopy equivalences 
Here KS(a)+ is Quillens + construction on BS(co) = lim S(n) with respect to A(W) = 
lim A(n), and for a topological monoid M, C(M) is its group completion. For the 
one point space * (S( *)I = BP and we have 
Corollary (Barratt-Priddy-Quillen). There is a homotopy equivalence between 
E?(m)+ x Z and W”S”( *). 
Thus the weak equivalence i: f2$Y’(X)+ fi”S”(X), which relies on Theorem 1.1, 
and hence on the results on [21], is a singularity theoretic expression of an unstable 
Barratt-Priddy-Quillen theorem. As previously observed, in the stable, n = 00 case, 
Theorem 1.1 is the consequence of general position and immersion theory, and we 
have given a geometric proof of the Barratt-Priddy-Quillen theorem. 
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